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QUESTION 1

The Review_c object have a lookup relationship to the job_Application_c object. The job_Application_c object has a
master detail relationship up to the position_c object. The relationship is based on the auto populated defaults? What is
the recommended way to display field data from the related Review _C records a Visualforce page for a single
Position_c record? Select one of the following: 

A. Utilize the Standard Controller for Position_c and cross-object Formula Fields on the Job_Application_c object to
display Review_c data. 

B. Utilize the Standard Controller for Position_c and a Controller Extension to query for Review_c data. 

C. Utilize the Standard Controller for Position_c and expression syntax in the Page to display related Review_c through
the Job_Applicacion_c inject. 

D. Utilize the Standard Controller for Position_c and cross-object Formula Fields on the Review_c object to display
Review_c data. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which resource can be included in a Lightning Component bundle?Choose 2 answers 

A. Apex class 

B. Adobe Flash 

C. JavaScript 

D. Documentation 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has been adding data to Salesforce and has not done a good Job of limiting the creation of duplicate Lead
records. The developer is considering writing an Apex process to identify duplicates and merge the records together.
Which two statements are valid considerations when using merged? Choose 2 answers 

A. The field values on the master record are overwritten by the records being merged. 

B. Merge is supported with accounts, contacts, cases, and leads. 

C. External ID fields can be used with the merge method. 

D. The merge method allows up to three records, including the master and two additional records with the same sObject
type, to be merged into the master record. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 4

For which example task should a developer use a trigger rather than a workflow rule? 

A. To set the primary Contact on an Account record when it is saved 

B. To send an email to hiring manager when a candidate accepts a job offer. 

C. To set the Name field of an expense report record to Expense and the Date when it is saved. 

D. To notify an external system that a record has been modified. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the code block: Integer x; for (x =0; x
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